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VALÉ BERNIE McGANN:  1937-2013 
 
A personal perspective by Garry Lee* 
_______________________________________________________ 
 
[This article first appeared in the online newsletter of the Perth Jazz Society in 
2013, shortly after the death of Bernie McGann.] 
  

 first met Bernie McGann in Sydney in 1974. I knew he was a postie who played 
alto sax and I was a postie also, having dropped out of uni the previous year to 
become a jazz musician. I asked him if he had delivered the mail that morning – 

it was a lunchtime gig at Sydney Uni – and he said he had taken the day off. I told 
him I had delivered the mail and he immediately offered me a beer from an eskie that 
the band  was delving into. What initially knocked me out was not his playing but the 
guy himself and essentially his playing was that guy. 
 

 
 
_________________________________________________________ 

*Garry Lee is a leading Perth  jazz musician (vibraphone, guitar) and educator. He  was a 
member of the WAAPA jazz staff when the program commenced in 1984 and now teaches 
in the WA secondary system. Garry was administrator of the WA Youth Jazz Orchestra, 
1984/85, and then Jazz Coordinator of WA from late 1985 to 1992. Garry grew up in 
Sydney and moved to Perth in late 1983. 
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Much has been written about where Bernie’s sound came from – Paul Desmond, 
Sonny Rollins, Ornette Coleman, Art Pepper – but he listened to them all from 
Johnny Hodges on. In 1985 I received a study grant to study in NYC and at Barry 
Harris’ Cultural Workshop I heard an alto player who looked like Charlie Parker 
named Clarence Sharp. He played like Bird too. I mentioned this to Bernie a few 
years later and he said “Yeah man – C Sharp!” – Bernie listened to them all.  
 

 
 
Clarence ‘C’ Sharpe (left) in 1956, aged 19, with Lee Morgan (trumpet) and Horace 
Silver (piano). On the right is Sharpe 30 years later… 
 
Bernie also practised outdoors in the national park near where he lived at Bundeena 
to the south of Sydney and this setting no doubt increased his overall sound. 
 

 
 
Bernie McGann practising on alto in the national park near where he lived at 
Bundeena to the south of Sydney… PHOTO COURTESY LUCAS PRODUKTIONS 
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In the 1960s/70s/80s there existed in Sydney a phenomenon called “the club scene”. 
Every suburb had an RSL or Leagues club [affiliated to a local rugby league club] that 
had live music and everything was “funded” by the poker machines. There was a 
resident band and there were “acts” that the band would have to back. The music was 
“lowest common denominator” stuff. Most jazzers including myself played in this 
context and it was reasonably well paid. Bernie did not, preferring to play his music 
in inner city venues including Morgan’s Feedwell, Jenny’s Wine Bar, Pinball Wiz, 
Soup Plus and The Basement. In these venues you could play jazz but the fees were a 
fraction of those offered in the “clubs”. 
 
When I arrived in Perth 30 years ago from Sydney I almost immediately went on the 
Committee of Perth Jazz Society as assistant band-booker to the late Don Mead. At 
this stage 1983/84 PJS was happily ensconced at Hyde Park Hotel and doing great 
business every Monday night. For whatever reason [possibly Perth’s greater cultural 
relationship based on VFL/AFL] PJS had presented mainly interstate musicians 
from Victoria as well as of course our locals. My first PJS gig was opening as a solo 
vibist for Melbourne’s Ted Vining Trio where my now good friend, pianist Bob 
Sedergreen came and accompanied me on a couple of tunes. 
 
I suggested to PJS generally and Don specifically, that Bernie McGann Trio would be 
a good idea. Fortunately Don agreed and Bernie with Lloyd Swanton [bs] and John 
Pochée [drms] played a great Monday night concert in 1984.  
 

 
 
The Bernie McGann Trio, L-R, John Pochée, McGann, Lloyd Swanton: they played 
a great Monday night concert in Perth in 1984… 
 
Bernie and John returned with Melbourne bassist Geoff Kluke and US tenor 
saxophonist Dewey Redman and Bernie came with pianist Bobby Gebert in the 
immediate subsequent years. On this latter occasion I had the opportunity to play 
with Bernie. I recall that I called the Parker head Cheryl – it’s a blues but not 
necessarily one of Bird’s more famous ones like Now’s the Time, Billie’s Bounce, Au 
Privave, Blues for Alice or Buzzy. I had been practising Cheryl – that’s why I called it 
– but Bernie just knew it and played it immaculately, and what amazed me was the 
incredible dynamics he brought to each phrase in the head. 
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In the early 1980s Dr Richard Letts was in charge of the Music Board of Australia 
Council and one of his initiatives was to establish Jazz Coordination Programs in 
each state from the beginning of 1983. JazzWA is the continuation of this initiative. 
Eric Myers, NSW Jazz Co-ordinator, should be acknowledged for his role in 
supporting Sydney musicians including Bernie. The formation of the Sydney 
Improvised Music Association (SIMA) an initiative of the NSW program, and the role 
of key individuals including Eric, Peter Rechniewski and Jane March, meant that 
Bernie played for SIMA regularly almost up until his passing. Also Victorian 
organisations like the Melbourne Jazz Co-Op and Wangaratta Jazz Festival featured 
Bernie over the last two decades. 
 

 
 
NSW Jazz Co-ordinator Eric Myers (above) and SIMA President Peter Recniewski (below): 
two key individuals supporting Sydney musicians including Bernie McGann… 
 

 
 
In 1986 John Pochée had formed a ten-piece band – Ten Part Invention – with some 
of Sydney’s finest including Roger Frampton, Miroslav Bukovsky, Bob Bertles, 
Warwick Alder and Bernie. Now as WA Jazz Co-ordinator I worked closely with PJS 
and we were successful in obtaining Australia Council funding for TPI to perform for 
PJS in 1988.  
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Ten Part Invention, L-R, Bob Bertles, John Pochée, Warwick Alder, Bernie McGann, 
Miroslav Bukovsky, Sandy Evans, James Greening (seated), Ken James, Roger Frampton, 
Steve Elphick… 
 
That year – the Bicentenary – also saw an 11-piece Australian Jazz Orchestra 
undertake a national [including Perth] and US tour. The AJO included “stars” such 
as James Morrison and Don Burrows but also included Bernie, Dale Barlow, Bob 
Bertles, Bob Venier, Warwick Alder, Paul Grabowsky, Doug DeVries, Gary Costello 
and Alan Turnbull. 
 

 
 
The AJO, back row L-R, Don Burrows, Dale Barlow, Warwick Alder, Paul Grabowsky, 
Alan Turnbull… front row L-R, Bernie McGann, Bob Venier, Bob Bertles, Doug de Vries, 
Gary Costello… 
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It seems incredible that it took until 1987 (when he was 50) for Bernie to release his 
first entire album as leader. Lloyd Swanton had recorded the Trio in 1983 and 
thankfully Englishman Martin Davidson released this - At Long Last - in 1987 on his 
famously eclectic label – Eminem.  
 

 
 
This same year Eminem also released Kindred Spirits with Bobby Gebert (piano)  
and Jonathan Zwartz (bass) joining Bernie and John. This vinyl included Bernie’s 
famous Spirit Song which I used as my theme for a drive time radio program I 
presented on Monday afternoon/evenings on 6NR from late 1988 to 1994. 
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In 1998 I was successful in obtaining Australia Council funding to bring to Perth 
Bernie, Lloyd and John plus pianist Chuck Yates and the amazing bop vocalist, Joe 
Lane. The concert took place in the venue beneath His Majestys Theatre and also 
included young Perth musicians Mat Jodrell and James Sandon plus myself on vibes. 
 

 
 
The amazing bop vocalist Joe Lane… PHOTO CREDIT PETER SINCLAIR 

 
There is no doubt that producing a CD is easier than producing a vinyl and thanks to 
Rufus Records’ Tim Dunn, Bernie has an extensive catalogue where he has 
collaborated in recent years with Sandy Evans, James Greening and frequently 
Warwick Alder. ARIA awards followed and significantly Bernie was the first jazz 
musician to receive the prestigious Don Banks Award - an Australia Council award 
usually going to classical musicians. 
 

 
 
The McGann album Bundeena, part of  an extensive catalogue with Rufus 
Records… 
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Bernie McGann (right) pictured here with one of his frequent collaborators, the 
trumpeter Warwick Alder… 
 
I will be curious and more than interested to see if recordings Bernie made with Dave 
MacRae in 1967, a cassette with Ted Vining Trio from 1983 and ABC recordings for 
Jazztrack from the mid-1980s are released on CD because they certainly deserve to 
be.* 
 
Bernie McGann learnt his art in a manner no jazz musician really does today - no 
conservatorium but simply listening, practising, experimenting and being totally true 
to his passion. Few reed players stay on only one instrument – Bernie only played 
alto saxophone. It is significant that Bernie had so much more success after he 
turned 50 – international tours, awards, recordings and international recognition by 
way of reviews. He will remain by the legacy of his recordings, an inspiration for all 
Australian jazz musicians but for me personally he will be this guy who was totally 
unassuming who enjoyed a laugh and a beer – a total natural and a home-grown 
genius of jazz. 
____________________________________________________ 

Bernie McGann was born on 22 June 1937, and died on  17 September 2013. 

*McGann Live 81/83 Move MD3411 was released in 2016 and features Bernie in 

two concerts: 19 January 1981 at Capitol Theatre, Sydney with Chuck Yates 

(piano), Ray Martin (double bass) and Ted Vining (drums); and 24 April 1982 at 

RMIT Glasshouse Theatre, Melbourne with the Ted Vining Trio,  Bob Sedergreen 

(piano), Barry Buckley (double bass) and Ted Vining (drums). 


